
Since 2006, South Pole has provided the tools to achieve a low-carbon reality. Our team of over 400 global experts 
guide you towards innovative solutions to both mitigate risk and achieve your sustainability goals. As well as being 
the world’s leading carbon project developer, with access to over 700 offsetting projects around the world, 
our solutions support every step of your climate journey, including CDP reporting and disclosure. 

We are seasoned CDP reporting experts and support a global range of businesses on the following 
CDP questionnaires:

We look forward to hearing from you!

Introducing South Pole
A CDP gold climate change consultancy partner

https://www.southpole.com/
http://www.southpole.com/sustainability-solutions/cdp-discolsure
https://www.southpole.com/cdp2021


Gap Analysis
Using your previous submission, our expert 
consultant will benchmark your responses 
against your industry peers and identify areas of 
improvement.

Questionnaire Support
We will work with your internal team and use 
externally available information to  prepare a draft 
response and then work collaboratively with you 
to finalise your submission. Additionally, we can 
support in uploading your response into CDP’s 
Online Response System (ORS).

Scoring Simulation
In addition to developing the response, we can 
apply the 2021 CDP scoring methodology to your 
submission and estimate your potential score range. 
We will provide a report that supports planning for 
further improvements
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Why choose South Pole’s 
CDP services? 

Case Study
From ambition to action, South Pole offers a full suite of 
climate solutions including measurement, target setting, 
reduction strategy, climate financing and communications. 

From a C to an A- – South Pole supported market leading 
insurer SwissRE on its CDP score.

“Our vision for a better tomorrow is to make the world more 

resilient. We contribute to this future by enabling sustainable 

progress. SwissRE discloses information on our sustainability 

activities in our Sustainability Report and using frameworks such 

as TCFD or CDP, to be accountable to our stakeholders. South 

Pole’s support on the CDP questionnaire, specifically the “score 

simulation”, “gap analysis” and “questionnaire support” has 

been helpful for understanding where we are now and how 

we can further improve our climate-related reporting, and 

increase transparency.”

Thierry Corti
Head of Sustainability Risk Management SwissRE

Measure Footprint & risks
Understand your carbon emissions, product 
impacts and climate change risks

Set roadmap & create targets
Develop sustainability strategies, targets 
and roadmaps

Reduce footprint
Increase efficiency, procure renewable 
energy and decarbonise your supply chain

Finance climate action
Finance climate action, e.g. through 
avoidance and removal of unavoidable 
emissions or investing in impact funds

Communicate & lead
Engage stakeholders in your sustainability 
vision and communicate the results

Your climate journey

Improve your CDP score today
Our team is based around the world in local regional offices. 
Contact us today to start your CDP journey with us. 
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https://www.southpole.com/your-climate-journey
https://www.southpole.com/sustainability-solutions/cdp-disclosure
https://www.southpole.com/contact-us


“We are delighted that South Pole have renewed their partnership with us to become a CDP global gold accredited 

climate change consultancy partner. With their expertise in providing innovative solutions to mitigate climate risk 

and achieve climate goals, we are confident that their services will be of great value

to companies responding to CDP.”

— Paul Robins, CDP’s Global Head of Partnerships.
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